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A: For anyone interested in this topic, I just recently discovered the "Stacking" trick to fix this
problem (took a few minutes to figure out). Locate the bvwx.dll (I got it in bin/debug). It is actually in
the tools.exe folder (tools\debug). Open tools.exe, and find bvwx.dll. In my case, I did the following:
First, install the Delphi XE4 SDK (I don't know where the.reg file went, but the download is still up
at the bottom of the page). Second, open Visual Studio.NET, and browse to
Tools\Deployment\Deployment Tools\Windows CE Tools\ Third, open the Delphi explorer, and go to
the bin/debug folder. For me, this was tools\debug\Delphi Professional C++\bin\debug\ Delphi
Professional C++\bin\debug. Fourth, in the Delphi explorer, right click tools.exe, and click "Open file
location". Fifth, locate bvwx.dll (and the associated.def file) and right click and click "copy". Sixth,
open the VS.NET explorer (not the Delphi explorer), and browse to the C:\Users\YOUR-
USER\Desktop\ folder (replace YOUR-USER with your. The third step is not necessary if you are
using XE4, but it isn't hurting anything to do it anyway. By the way, the tutorial I found that led me
to this solution was Good luck! Q: What is the difference between "mule" and "mule-server"? When I
use the Mule Studio program on a Windows machine, there are two choices: mule mule-server Is the
only difference that "mule-server" runs a server (i.e. it runs it's own Mule container that is accessible
via HTTP) but "mule" doesn't? Or are they functionally different? A: mule-server is an additional
application which acts as a bridge between your Mule instances and the Mule engine. mule acts as a
light-weight HTTP server by itself and as a Mule Client you just point your browser to localhost
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